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Abstract: Malware is used to carry out malicious operations on networks and computer systems.
Consequently, malware classification is crucial for preventing malicious attacks. Application pro-
gramming interfaces (APIs) are ideal candidates for characterizing malware behavior. However, the
primary challenge is to produce API call features for classification algorithms to achieve high classi-
fication accuracy. To achieve this aim, this work employed the Jaccard similarity and visualization
analysis to find the hidden patterns created by various malware API calls. Traditional machine learn-
ing classifiers, i.e., random forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM), and k-nearest neighborhood
(KNN), were used in this research as alternatives to existing neural networks, which use millions
of length API call sequences. The benchmark dataset used in this study contains 7107 samples of
API call sequences (labeled to eight different malware families). The results showed that RF with the
proposed API call features outperformed the LSTM (long short-term memory) and gated recurrent
unit (GRU)-based methods against overall evaluation metrics.

Keywords: malware classification; Jaccard similarity; API call sequence

1. Introduction

As of May 2022, more than 9 million new malware instances have been released, as
stated in a report published by AV-TEST [1]; there are a total of 1363.92 million known
malware instances currently active in the environment, requiring significant and ongoing
technological development to counter new attacks. Furthermore, attackers are constantly
improving their skills in writing malicious programs to evade existing protection mecha-
nisms. Conversely, security software developers are updating their methods and techniques
to block such zero-day attacks. This competitive "game" has led to the production of meta-
morphic and polymorphic malware, which are more advanced than regular malicious
software. Metamorphic malware programs can change their functions and structures with
each iteration; polymorphic malware involves composing new malware based on previous
malware with new features. These capabilities make sensing and classifying specimens
complex processes [2].

Despite an attacker’s tricks, malicious programs need the host operating system and
application services to complete the malicious activity [3]. Hence, the malware requests the
API service of the Windows operating system to perform the malicious action. Such service
requests generate malicious behaviors employed for detection and classification purposes.
As stated by [4], the malware cannot obfuscate or hide the use of the system’s API call.

A large number of malicious programs are classified into families that share common
characteristics. Malware family identification is crucial to researchers because it helps to
expedite the detection and mitigation procedures of incident responders [5,6].

The process of labeling malware into families is not easy because labeling depends on
the outputs of the antivirus programs, which are not always identical, e.g., VirusTotal [3]
provides the analysis results from several antivirus engines with malware labeling. As
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malware in the same family shares common attributes, capturing the API call sharing and
sequences could provide a strong indication of the probable family of the malware.

There is little research on classifying malicious programs into families. Therefore, this
research analyzes the API calls and sequences carried out by malware in the Windows oper-
ating system. The main objective of this research is how API calls (as features) can classify
malware into families accurately. Moreover, we examine the usefulness of visual techniques
in data analysis and combine computationally sophisticated algorithms with human intu-
ition [7]. Finally, we suggest an algorithm to extract and represent attributes to improve
the performances of existing tools for classifying malware into families. The proposed
classification system is based on the bag-of-words (bow) model and machine learning.

2. Techniques for Malware Analysis

Malware analysis describes how to investigate a malicious file, in order to under-
stand its behavior and examine the various parts of harmful software. Malware analysis
aids in determining and reducing the damage caused by attackers. Moreover, malware
analysis assists security experts and incident responders in covert "indications" that ought
to be prevented [8]. It is possible to conduct a malware analysis in a static, dynamic, or
mixed way.

2.1. Static Analysis

For simple static analysis, the malware does not need to be run. Instead, static analysis
searches the file for clues to malicious intent. Identifying libraries, malicious infrastructures,
or packaged files may be valuable. Static analyses have been used to identify many
malware variants [9–12]. The benefits of a static analysis include its speed and not requiring
a controlled environment to run harmful code. However, obfuscation techniques, such as
metamorphic and polymorphic malware, which conceal the harmful payload and make
it unrecognizable, hinder the benefits of this technique [13,14]. Static features are not as
helpful for malware variants that are characterized by frequent changes in dangerous
structures, codes, functions, or even by completely rewriting themselves.

2.2. Dynamic Analysis

In contrast, dynamic analysis does not require reverse engineering of malware. This
method relies on executing malware in an isolated environment to record the file behavior,
such as API calls, memory writing, registry access, and other activities. Sandbox tech-
nology provides a secure environment for suspicious file analysis. Since it monitors how
malware interacts with the operating system in a quarantined environment, it helped in
developing an effective defense mechanism. This technique is considered the most effective
for polymorphic and metamorphic classification. In this context, many dynamic analysis
techniques are proposed [15–17] to detect malware files.

3. Related Works

The amount of malware spreading has increased significantly; as a reaction from
the security community, several studies have been conducted to automatically detect and
analyze malware. As attackers design malware for many harmful purposes, malware
poses different behaviors on the attacked machine, which results in the existence of many
malware families. Malware family identification is crucial to researchers because it helps to
expedite the detection and mitigation procedures of incident responders [5,6].

Machine learning solutions have great success in the detection and classification of
malware families [18]. Therefore, researchers have employed various machine-learning
techniques with different static and dynamic features for malware classification [19–22].
Malware producers have created a variety of malware obfuscation techniques, including
encryption, packing, and API call insertion to avoid detection [23]. The dynamic detection
method is unaffected by static obfuscation techniques, such as encryption and packing,
because they often do not alter the behavior of malware. For this reason, dynamic detection
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has received a lot of attention in the field of malware detection. However, for API call-based
solutions, the obfuscation method using rearrangement and insertion in the sequences
of API calls may result in the failure of the detection system. For instance, authors of a
black-box attack [24] focus on generating attacks against API call-based models. Aggressive
patterns utilize both static features and API calls. Research shows that such attacks are
effective against a variety of classification models.

In order to lessen the effects of obfuscation methods on malware detection, the authors
in [25] used Cuckoo Sandbox to extract the sequence of API calls from different malware
families to provide a public dataset and employ the deep learning model to classify each
malware family. Hansen et al. [26] and Qiao et al. [27] proposed a malware identification
system with features related to API calls. In order to classify malware families, the first
author translated dynamic analysis findings from the Cuckoo Sandbox investigation into
API call sequences. In contrast to Hansen’s findings, the authors of [27] classified malware
based on the API call sequences and their frequencies. The Cuckoo Sandbox and CWSand-
box were used to acquire the API call sequences. Typically, the API requests take the form
of sequences with different lengths, making feature extraction from these sequences a
complex process. Therefore, researchers thought about employing deep learning models,
such as RNNs (recurrent neural networks) using API call sequences. RNN is highly efficient
at processing time series sequences, especially in the natural language processing field.
Li et al. [28] presented a classification model for malware families using the RNN model.
Long API call sequences are used as classification features for variants of malware. The
binary classification presented by Eskandari et al. [22] distinguished malware using RNNs
and features extracted from API calls. A deep learning and visualization method for classi-
fying malware was proposed by Tang et al. [29]. Dynamic analysis was used to retrieve API
calls, after which, feature images that depicted malware behavior in accordance with color
mapping guidelines were created. CNN (convolutional neural network ) was then used
to categorize the feature images. A single-layer LSTM model for binary classification was
used by Yazi et al. [25] to offer malware family recognition. Additionally, Catak et al. [30]
used API calls to categorize malware families, they suggested a single-layer LSTM and a
two-layer LSTM in their work. In particular, they initially suggested an LSTM to obtain
API sequences and that these features be used as input to a CNN for binary classification.
Some researchers mapped API call sequences as TF-IDF vectors of features, such as in [31].

The API calls and their sequences constitute the basis for the above-mentioned family
classification methods. However, extracting features from API calls to differentiate malware
families is still challenging. Most works have tackled malware classification as a binary
problem and focused on the accuracy provided by API call features. However, using the
visualization method to extract the hidden patterns and correlation of API calls among
different malware families was not highlighted in previous works. Based on the aforemen-
tioned findings, this paper uses visualization techniques to uncover the hidden patterns of
API call sequences and provide a deep understanding of the sequence correlations of API
calls among different malware families. Moreover, we provide a classification algorithm to
classify different malware families.

4. Windows API Call Dataset

The publicly available dataset of malware API calls found in [3] was used in this
research. The total number of samples was 7107, categorized into 8 families as depicted
in Figure 1. The eight families were Trojan, worm, downloader, spyware, virus, backdoor,
adware, and dropper with no goodware samples. The dataset contains malware labels and
an arbitrary length of API calls for each record. These API calls are collected by running
windows malware in an isolated environment using a Sandbox. Python scripts are written
to extract some important statistics for initially understanding the dataset. The API call
sequence length ranges from ten to thousands and the average length of sequences per
class is presented in Table 1. Spyware had the longest average API call sequence, which
can be justified due to the purpose of spyware in recording user internet movement as
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well as other activity data. As the total number of unique API calls found in the dataset is
278, finding the distribution of overall malware families indicates the API call correlation.
Table 2 depicts the number of API calls each malware family shares; Trojan shares the
most API calls. Extraction of the most frequently utilized API calls from each malware
family may provide insight into the thought processes of attackers. Figure 2 shows the top
30 most frequently used API calls found in each family. When extracting the shared API
calls among all malware families from the top 30, most are related to network connection
activities for attackers. These shared API calls are listed in Table 3.

Figure 1. Number of samples in each malware family.

Table 1. API sequence length (average).

Family Average of Sequence Length

Spyware 46,951
Downloader 6522

Trojan 13,818
Worms 33,614
Adware 6867
Dropper 16,008

Virus 18,369
Backdoor 11,293

Table 2. Number of API calls found in each family.

Family Number of API

Spyware 228
Downloader 232

Trojan 255
Worms 236
Adware 212
Dropper 226

Virus 241
Backdoor 227
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 2. The top 30 most frequently used API calls in each malware family. (a) Adware; (b) Backdoor;
(c) Virus; (d) Trojan; (e) Spyware; (f) Worms; (g) Downloader; (h) Dropper.
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Table 3. Shared API calls among the top 30.

Shared API Calls

listen getfileversioninfosizew
ntcreatethreadex regenumvaluew
httpopenrequesta dnsquery_a

findfirstfileexa module32nextw
ioctlsocket getfilesizeex

send getaddrinfow
__anomaly__ wsasocketa

The unique API call occurrence in each family can provide good features to recognize
the malware class in this context; Table 4 describes each unique API call with the number
of samples in which they occur. According to the above statistics, malware families share
most of the 278 API calls, which makes class separation a challenging job. Therefore, more
statistical analyses and visualizations are required to explore possible hidden patterns.

Table 4. Unique API in each family.

Family Unique API Description No. Samples
Occurrence

Spyware rtlcreateuserthread
The malware calls this API by passing the address of the load library
to this API call to make the remote process run the DLL on behalf of
the malicious code.

7

Downloader createdirectoryexw Creates a new directory 2
getusernameexa Retrieves the user’s name 1

Trojan wsasend Sends data on a connected socket 1
rtldecompressfragment Decompress part of a compressed buffer 1
rtlcompressbuffer For easy file compression implementation 1
cryptgenkey Decrypt the malware’s configurations 1
ntdeletefile Delete specific file 1
cryptdecodeobjectex Decode the structure of the encryption algorithm 1

Worms recvfrom To transfer data using UDP connections. 1

Adware - - -

Dropper - - -

Virus certopensystemstorea The local system’s certificates can be accessed using this function. 1
netgetjoininformation Function returns data on the specified computer’s join status 1
cryptunprotectdata Retrieve and decode the saved logins 1

findwindowexw Finds a window whose class name and window name match the
given strings. 1

setinformationjobobject Restrictions for a job object 1

findfirstfileexa Directory search for a file or sub-folder with the supplied name and
properties. 1

Backdoor - - -

5. Jaccard Similarity

Visualizing the shared API calls found in each malware family provides the common
characteristics of that family. Visualization techniques are used to answer the important
question: to what extent do the malware samples of specific families use the same com-
binations of API calls? Network visualization of samples sharing API calls is used for
this purpose. It is possible to compare sets of unordered collections of elements using the
Jaccard similarity metric [32]. Although different techniques for similarity are found in
the scientific community, such as Euclidean L2, L1 distance, cosine distance, and others,
the Jaccard similarity index is still the most widely used technique. The Jaccard similarity
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between two sets is the shared features divided by the total number of the features. Consid-
ering extraction of the unique API calls of malware A and B, the intersection of A and B
provides the features that are shared by both malware. Figure 3 illustrates this by depicting
three pairs of malware attributes that were taken from three different malware samples.
Each case shows the features that are unique to the two sets, the features that both sets
share, and the Jaccard value that results from the supplied malware examples and features.

Figure 3. An illustration of the concept underlying the Jaccard index in graphic form.

The similarity index is 1 if two malware samples share the same API combination, and
0 for a completely dissimilar combination. This can be expressed in Equation (1).

The process depicted in Figure 4 was used to visualize the shared API calls based on
the Jaccard similarity. Experimentally, the first 500 samples of each malware family were
used (except adware was 300). The distinctive API calls were collected for the malware
to calculate the similarity score between all malware pair samples belonging to a given
family. Following the extraction process, repeatedly comparing the attributes of each pair
of malware samples by using the Jaccard index and the API call-sharing graph was then
constructed. To achieve this, the cutoff point for how many API calls the two samples
should share was chosen; this study used 0.5 as a threshold value as shown in Algorithm 1.
A malware pair was linked for visualization if the Jaccard value of that pair was higher
than the threshold. The Python library NetworkX [33] was used to generate the network
dot file and the open-source network visualization tool Graphviz [34] was used to visualize
the dot file.

Figure 4. API call visualization workflow using the Jaccard similarity index.

J(A, B) =
|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B| =

|A ∩ B|
|A|+ |B| − |A ∩ B| (1)
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Algorithm 1: Creating Networkx file.
Input : Unique API call sets X

1 foreach x ∈ X do
2 foreach xn+1 ∈ X do
3 Intersection = len(xn ∩ xn+1)
4 Union = len(xn ∪ xn+1)
5 Similarity index = Intersection/Union
6 if Similarity index > 0.5 then
7 Create graph edge
8 end
9 end

10 end

Output : Networkx dot file

NetworkX is a Python library used to build and manipulate complex networks. It is
used to examine complex networks represented as node and edge-based graphs. A node
denotes an element, while an edge links two nodes to show their connections as shown
in Figure 5, where the nodes are labeled from A to E. To visualize API calls, the graph’s
nodes are numbered according to the sequence of the malware sample. For example, the
first 500 malware samples of the Dropper family were drawn as nodes numbered from 1 to
500. The node names and the edge information according to the Jaccard index were stored
as a dot file containing graph description language as represented in Figure 6. By creating
the dot file, Graphviz was used to process it to generate PNG representation.

Figure 5. Nodes and edges in Networkx.

Figure 6. The content of the Networkx dot file.
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6. Network Visualization of Jaccard Similarity

The resulting networks of API call sharing for each family are shown in Figure 7. It
is very clear that sharing relationships were very weak within the same family, and this
means that most of the malware samples used different combinations of API calls, which
weakened their reliability in classifying malware families. It also weakened the reliability of
the API call sequence because it gave inaccurate results. This can be justified for a number
of reasons, e.g., malware family labeling in the dataset may be prone to error. Moreover,
most malware creators insert additional API call sequences to mask the malicious behavior
of malware.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Cont.
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(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 7. API call similarity graph for each malware family. (a) Adware; (b) Backdoor; (c) Virus;
(d) Trojan; (e) Spyware; (f) Worms; (g) Downloader; (h) Dropper.

One interesting observation about the similarity graph is that some malware samples
are tightly linked, which means they belong to the same attack group or the same compila-
tion tools. The adware graph shows a more connected group compared with other families
due to its very specific purpose. Depending on the visualization results, using API calls,
such as a bag-of-words (with 0 and 1), or employing the sequences of these API calls with
deep learning leads to low accuracy classification results. As all malware families share
most of the 278 API calls that exist in a dataset, using the frequency of occurrence of all API
calls can provide a simple and more accurate classification solution.

7. API Call Frequency-Based Classification

The malware dataset [3] was created by executing the malware samples in the Cuckoo
Sandbox, which is a wildly used malware analysis environment. This tool monitors the
behavior of each malware and generates reports, including dynamic and static analysis
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results, such as API calls and hash values. Then, the hash value of each sample is fed to
VirusTotal, which analyses each sample with different antivirus tools. As different antivirus
engines produce different labels for the same sample, the class of the malware is determined
by considering the majority agreement among the results of antivirus engines. The labeled
dataset was finally produced by matching the malware classes and the sequences of
API calls.

In order to convert the raw data into a format suitable for classification algorithms,
Python code was used to extract all 278 unique API calls that existed in the dataset. These
API calls were arranged as a bag-of-words; for each malware sample, the frequency of each
API call was recorded. Therefore, the feature vector length was 278 and each feature was
the frequency of the corresponding API call in that sample. Algorithm 2 depicts the process
of feature extraction. The histogram of the feature distribution is visualized in Figure 8.
This histogram shows many zero values for the API calls in the extracted features. Adware
presents the best histogram distribution.

Algorithm 2: Feature extraction and classifier learning.
Input : Dataset of malware API calls X, family class Y

1 foreach x ∈ X do
2 foreach APIcall ∈ x do
3 APIcall f requency = (NumberO fOccurrences)
4 end
5 Create f eaturevector
6 end
7 XTrain, XTest, YTrain, YTest ←−Split rate (X,Y) 0.8 for training

Output : Malware class classifier

Figure 8. Histogram distribution of the extracted features.
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The testing classifiers were chosen based on their widespread use and the success
provided by them in the field of malware classification. Therefore, random forest (RF),
support vector machine (SVM), and k-nearest neighborhood (KNN) were used in this
research. The Python machine learning library scikit-learn was used with the default
parameters to implement the classification process.

8. Experimental Results

The benchmark dataset was imbalanced in some malware families, such as Adware
and Spyware. Hence, accuracy evaluation was not enough to identify the best classifier and
make fair comparisons with other research [28,30]; the same evaluation metrics, precision,
recall, and F1 score were used to present the results.

By examining the results shown in Table 5, RF and SVM show trade-offs in some
evaluation values but RF provides the best classification performance compared to all of
the evaluation metrics, and kNN is the worst. The results are based on the visualization
analysis, where the highest evaluation metrics are noted for the Adware class and the
worst classification results are observed for Spyware and Trojan. Referring to Figure 7, the
lowest API call sharing was drawn for Trojan followed by Spyware. This interprets the low
classification results for these families. The comparisons with the state-of-the-art works
that employ deep learning methods, such as LSTM and GRU, are shown in Table 6. On
the one hand, the proposed method in this work using RF outperforms the deep learning
techniques in terms of the higher evaluation metrics for all malware families, and on
the other hand, it provides a simple traditional malware classifier compared with deep
learning techniques, which require more processing resources and longer times during the
learning processes.

Table 5. Classifiers performance results.

Spyware Downloader Trojan Worms Adware Dropper Virus Backdoor

RF

Precision 0.49 0.77 0.43 0.66 0.92 0.55 0.87 0.62

Recall 0.46 0.74 0.40 0.66 0.87 0.71 0.77 0.66

F1 score 0.48 0.75 0.42 0.66 0.89 0.62 0.82 0.64

SVM

Precision 0.58 0.83 0.19 0.62 0.91 0.50 0.74 0.64

Recall 0.27 0.39 0.79 0.26 0.55 0.43 0.41 0.27

F1 score 0.37 0.53 0.31 0.36 0.69 0.46 0.53 0.38

kNN

Precision 0.43 0.63 0.41 0.47 0.71 0.37 0.71 0.44

Recall 0.39 0.63 0.31 0.37 0.82 0.49 0.61 0.60

F1 score 0.41 0.63 0.36 0.41 0.76 0.42 0.66 0.51
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Table 6. Comparison with state-of-the-art works.

Spyware Downloader Trojan Worms Adware Dropper Virus Backdoor

RF

Precision 0.49 0.77 0.43 0.66 0.92 0.55 0.87 0.62

Recall 0.46 0.74 0.40 0.66 0.87 0.71 0.77 0.66

F1 score 0.48 0.75 0.42 0.66 0.89 0.62 0.82 0.64

LSTM (2 layers [30])

Precision 0.23 0.64 0.25 0.39 0.61 0.27 0.56 0.35

Recall 0.19 0.61 0.14 0.20 0.75 0.41 0.68 0.46

F1 score 0.21 0.62 0.18 0.26 0.67 0.33 0.61 0.40

LSTM (Case 2 [28])

Precision 0.38 0.71 0.30 0.45 0.77 0.62 0.72 0.55

Recall 0.32 0.72 0.38 0.52 0.91 0.51 0.76 0.51

F1 score 0.35 0.71 0.33 0.48 0.83 0.56 0.74 0.53

GRU (Case 2 [28])

Precision 0.36 064 0.40 0.60 0.74 0.61 0.68 0.40

Recall 0.38 0.74 0.32 0.52 0.90 0.46 0.76 0.65

F1 score 0.37 069 0.36 0.56 0.81 0.53 0.72 0.50

9. Research Limitations

The training dataset must be sufficiently large in order to draw reliable findings from
a study, such as malware family classification. How accurate the results are will depend
on the sample size used. More meaningful relationships in the data can be found from
the larger dataset. Therefore, the limited number of malware samples for each family is
considered a limitation of this study. Additionally, due to processing resource limitations,
the Jaccard similarity visualization was only possible for the first 500 samples.

10. Conclusions and Future Direction

This work utilized malware API calls as classification features to recognize different
families of malicious software. The network analysis of shared API calls provided valuable
information about the malware connectivity within the same family. This connectivity
showed limited API call sharing among the samples of the same malware family, meaning
the instances used different combinations of API calls. This can occur for many reasons,
e.g., dataset labeling being prone to errors, attackers inserting API calls to hide the real
purpose of malware, and the possibility of detecting the analysis environment (Sandbox)
by advanced malware blocking the actual malicious behavior. This conclusion reduces the
effectiveness of using API calls as time-series features. Time-series-based malware classifica-
tion solutions use high-computational cost-neural network algorithms. API call frequencies,
as features with RF classifiers, show effective and simple solutions for multiclass malware
classification compared with existing complex methods.

Employing the proposed method for binary classification by adding legitimate samples
would be an interesting future work direction. Another way to utilize the results of this
work is by improving the visual analysis to comprise more dynamic and static attributes
achieved from the new facilities supported by the VirusTotal service.
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